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ABSTRACT 
Given a square, nonnegative, symmetric matrix A, the Rayleigh quotient of a 
nonnegative vector u under A is given by QA(u)= urAu//uru. We show that 
QA(~/u oAu ) is not less than QA(u), where ~-- denotes coordinatewise quare roots 
and o is the Hadamard product, but that QA(Au) may be smaller than QA(U). 
Further, we examine issues of convergence. © 1997 Published by Elsevier Science 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A vector u with nonnegative coordinates i called nonnegative, and in this 
case we write u >/0. The set of all nonnegative vectors ~R" is denoted ~R ~_. 
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If all the elements of u are positive, u is called positive and we write u >> 0. 
Finally, if u >/0 and u 4: 0, u is called semipositive and we write u > 0. 
Similar notation and definitions apply to matrices; in particular, the set of all 
, x ,  nonnegative matrices in 91 "x" is denoted ~+ . The spectral radius of a 
square matrix A, denoted or(A), is defined as the largest of the moduli of 
A's eigenvalues. 
le t  A ~ ~+xn be symmetric, and let u ~ 91~ \ {0}. The Rayleigh 
quotient of u under A, denoted QA(U), is defined by 
uTAu 
= . (1.1) QA(u) UTU 
It is well known that the Rayleigh quotients under A provide lower bounds 
on the spectral radius or(A) of A, that is, 
QA(U) <~ or(A) forevery u ~ 91~ \{0},  (1.2) 
and equality holds in (1.2) if and only if u is an eigenvector f A correspond- 
ing to or(A). The main result of this paper shows that given a positive vector 
u, the lower bound QA(U) on or(A) can be (weakly) improved by considering 
the Rayleigh quotient of the vector obtained by taking coordinatewise geo- 
metric means of u and Au; further, it is shown that iterating this procedure 
yields a sequence that converges monotonically to or(A). As standard argu- 
ments show that the application of powers of A to an arbitrary vector yields a 
sequence of vectors whose Rayleigh quotients converge to the spectral radius 
of A, one may conjecture that this convergence as well is monotonic, that is, 
for every vector u the Rayleigh quotient of Au is larger than or equal to that 
of u. But we demonstrate via an example that this is not the case. Finally, we 
use a dual of the inequality of the Rayleigh quotients to obtain a bound on a 
derived linear program. Interestingly, that dual linear problem can be solved 
by using Monge sequences. 
2. IMPROVED RAYLEIGH-QUOTIENT BOUNDS 
In this section we show that when a symmetric matrix A and a nonzero 
vector u are nonnegative, the bound on the spectral radius of A derived from 
the Rayleigh quotient QA(U) may be improved by computing the Rayleigh 
quotient of the vector obtained from u by taking coordinatewise geometric 
means of u and Au. 
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Let a be a vector in ~{n. For a subset K _ {1 . . . . .  n}, the K-projection of 
a, denoted a r, is the subvector of  a corresponding to K. The support of a, 
denoted S~'(a), is given by S'~(a) = {k = 1 . . . . .  n:  a k --# 0}. I f  a is semiposi- 
tive, we denote by a 1/2 the vector in ~n obtained by taking coordinatewise 
square roots of the elements of a, that is, (al/2) i = (a,) 1/~ for i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Also, we let o stand for the Hadamard product, that is, for two vectors a and 
b in ~{n, a o b is defined coordinatewise by (a o b) i = aibi for i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
For a square matrix A in ~)~n×n and K, L_  {1 . . . . .  n}, we let AKL 
denote the submatrix of A consisting of the rows indexed by K and the 
columns indexed by L, and we use the abbreviated notation AiK, AKi and 
A K for At,~, r,  AK,t,~, and AKr,  r~spectively, where i ~ {1 . . . . .  n}. Finally, 
for K _ {1 . . . . .  n}, we let K c = {1 . . . . .  n} \K .  
The next lemma is needed for our analysis. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a nonnegative, symmetric n × n matrix, and let u 
be a semipositive n-vector with w =- u 1/~ o( Au) x/2 4: O. Then A~tw) has no 
zero row, and all elements of  A~u)  which are not in its principal submatrix 
As~(w ) are zero. 
Proof. Let L =ga(u)  and K =ga(w)  =ga(u)  NSP(Au).  We prove that 
A~w)  has no zero row by contradiction. Assume that row i of A K is zero. As 
i ~ K =Sa(w)  =ga(u)  f~d~(Au), we have that u i > 0 and (Au)  i > 0; in 
particular, 0 < (Au)  i = AiKu r + A~,L\KUL\ r + A~,LoULc. NOW, as Air  = 0 
and ULC = 0, we conclude (using nonnegativity of A and u) that A~, L\K > O, 
and the symmetry of A implies that AL\ r. i 4: 0. Consequently (again, using 
the nonnegativity of A and u), (AU)L\ K = AL\ r LUr. >1 AL\ K iU~ > 0. So 
( Au )j -~ 0 for some j ~ L \ K, that is, j ~ Sa( Au ) and j ga( u ) \ Sa( w ). 
These conclusions contradict the fact that ga(w)=Sa(u)NSa(Au) ,  and 
thereby prove that A r = A~w)  has no zero row. 
By possibly permuting rows and corresponding columns we assume that 
ga(u) = {1 . . . . .  IS<u)l}. For i ~ [SP(Au)] c, we have 0 = (Au)  i = Ai, LU L + 
As, L~ULo and therefore (as u L >> 0) A~, L = 0; SO, if in addition i ~g~(u) ,  we 
have that all the elements of the ith row of A~tu) are zero, and by the 
symmetry of A the same conclusion holds for the ith column of A~(n ). Thus 
all elements of A~(u) which are not in its principal submatrix A~w)= 
A~(u) n ~ an) are zero. • 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a nonnegative, symmetric n × n matrix, and let u 
be a semipositive n-vector where w =- u 1/2 o( Au) 1/~ --# O. Then 
QA(u)  <~ QA(w);  (2.1) 
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further, equality holds in (2.1) if and only if us~(u) is an eigenvector of As~(~ ) 
corresponding to its spectral radius ~[ A~(u)]. 
Proof. Let v =- Au and let K =Sa(w) =Sa(u) ~Sa(v). In proving(2.1), 
we first establish that 
1/2 Ei,juiAijuj Ei,j(ui) (vi)l/ZAij(uj)l/2(vj) 1/2 
r.,(u,)2 ~< ~,[ (u , ) l /2 (v , ) l /2 ]  2 , (2 .2)  
where all unspecified ranges for i and j in this proof are over i ~ K and 
j ~ K, respectively. 
Using Schwarz's inequality, we have that 
" " ]12= l"~r(u')l/'" .1 / . .1 /4 . .1 / , , _  .1/21 • (uj) tvt) (vj) (z~u) ] 
-1/4, ~-1/4r_ ~1/2|~ 2 X[(ui)3/4(uj )3/'(v') tvP [~iP 1) 
t,j 
× ( .~. ( ut) 3/2( uj) 3/2( vi) - l/2( vj)- l/2 Aq ) 
z,j 
and 
(2.3) 
E ( u;)3/2( u)3/2( v,)-1/2( v~)- l/2 Aq 
i,j 
= 1/2 1/2 -1/2] -1/2] E[(Aq) u,(u)(v,) [(aij)l/2(u,)l/2uj(tgj) 
i,j 
EAq(u,)2uj(v,) - E EAj, u,(uj) (5)  
J J i 
2 -1 2 -1 = Ev,(u,) (v,) Evj(uj) (vj) 
" i  " ~ j  
(~i  2'1/2[~j 2'1/2 
= t (u,)) --Z(u,) i 
(2.4) 
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Upon combining (2.3) and (2.4) we see that 
( Y'~u~A~juj)2 <~ ( ~'~(u~)l/2(uj)l/2(vi)l/2(vj)l/~ Aij)( ~(ui)2). (2.5) 
i,j - i,j i 
Now, if i ~ {1 . . . . .  n}\K ,  then either u i = 0 or ~7=lAi juj  =vt- - -0 ,  in 
which case nonnegativity assures that A~ju j = 0 for each j = 1 . . . . .  n. It 
follows that whenever i ~ {1 . . . . .  n} \ K, ~'.~= lui Aquj  = 0; consequently, 
E I(ui)l/2(13i)l/21 2~ Euil) i  = E ~u iA i ju j  
i i i j=l 
= u,A, u  = Eu,A ,u  = E Eu ,  
i, j=l j= l  i j i 
(2.6) 
and (2.2) is immediate from (2.5). The above observation also shows that 
E~=,E~=,u~Aj~uj E~Eju iAquj .  As 2~(u~) 2 ~< ~=~, ~, , we conclude that 
E~= l~7= lui Aijuj Ei,ju~ Aiju j 
n 9~ <~ 2 ' 
and (2.1) follows from (2.2) and the observation [see the derivation of (2.6)] 
that the right-hand side of (2.2) is invariant under the change of the 
summations from i , j  ~ K to i , j  ~ {1 . . . . .  n}. 
We next establish that equality holds in (2.1) if and only if u~u) is an 
eigenvector of As~tu ) corresponding to its spectral radius ~r(A~tu)). Let 
L -= S~(u). To establish the sufficiency condition for equality in (2.1), assume 
that u L is an eigenvector of A L corresponding to o'(AL). Observing that 
(Aa)~(,,) = As~(a)as ,~(a ) for every semipositive vector a, it follows that v L = 
( Au) L = AL U L = o'( AL )U L and therefore wL = [ o'( AL)]l/2u L. We also have 
that WLO = 0 (as ULC = 0); hence, we conclude that w = [o'(AL)]l/2u. So w 
is a scalar multiple of u, immediately implying that u and w have the same 
Rayleigh quotients under A, that is, equality holds in (2.1). 
To establish the necessity assume that equality holds in (2.1). The above 
derivation of (2.1) shows that equality in (2.1) implies that equalities must 
hold in both (2.3) and (2.4). As Schwarz's inequality holds as an equality if 
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and only if the underlying vectors are proportional and u K and v K are 
positive, it follows that for some positive 13 ~ ~ and ~/~ ~ we have that 
( Ui) I/4( Uj) I/4( I)i) I/4( I)j ) 1/4 
and 
u,(u)~/~(v,) -1/~ 
implying, respectively, that 
vivj =/32u~uj 
and 
u~vj = 72ujv~ 
3/4  3 /4  - 1 /4  - 1 /4  =/3(u , )  (u )  (v,) (vj) 
whenever i, j ~ K and A~j ~0 
= ~(Ui)I/2uj(~) -1/2] 
whenever i , j  ~ K and A~j 40,  
whenever i , j  ~ K and Aij ~ 0 (2.7) 
whenever i, j ~ K and Aij -# O. (2.8) 
As u K and v K are positive, we get from (2.7), (2.8) (by multiplication and by 
division) that 
(vj) 2= (uj)2/32"y 2 and (v,) 2 72 
whenever i, j ~ K and A,j #= O. (2.9) 
As A is symmetric, we have Aij --# 0 if and only if Aj, ~ 0, and the above 
arguments also imply that 
/3~(uj) 2 
(v,) 2 = (u,)2/32~  a~a (vj) 2 = r~ 
whenever i , j  ~ K and A~j ~ O. (2.10) 
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It follows from (2.9), (2.10) that ~/2 _ 1 and that v i /u  i = 13 for all i ~ K for 
which Ait 4:0 for some j ~ K. As Lemma 1 assures that At< has no zero 
row, we conclude that vt< = 13ut<. Now, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem, 
there is a semipositive l ft eigenvector s corresponding to the spectral radius 
(r(At<) of At< (see Berman and Plemmons, 1979); consequently, 
~(At<)srut< = (sTAt<)ut< = sT(At<ut<) = sTvt< = 13sTut<. As s > 0 and ut< 
:~ 0, it follows that srut< > 0 and #(At<) = 13 > 0. So ut< is an eigenvector 
of At< corresponding to cr(At<), and o'(At<)is positive. 
We complete the proof by showing that K = L. From (2.6) we see that 
urAu = (ut<)TAt<(ut<). Also, the definition of K implies that wrAw = 
~'inj=lWiA~jwj = ~' i , jE  KwiAfiwj = (WK)rAt<wt<; further, Lemma 1 assures 
that At< > 0; hence, the positivity of wt< implies that (wt<)rAt<(wK) > O. 
Now, as v K = #(At<)ut<, we have that wt< = [#(  At<)]l/2ut< and 0 < wrAw 
= (wt<)TAt<wt< = [cr(AK)](ut<)rAt<ut< = [cr(At<)]uTAu; hence, the asserted 
equality in (2.1) implies that w rw = [or (A  t< )]uTu (recall that, by assumption, 
w 4: 0). Now, if L 4: K, we have that wt< = [cr(At<)]l/2ut<, UL\t< >> 0, and 
Wz\ t< = 0, implying that wr w = cr( AK )(Ut< )T uK < #(  AK )UTU, a contradic- 
tion which proves that K = L. • 
Theorem 1 implies that equality holds in (2.1) for a positive vector u if 
and only if u is an eigenvector of A corresponding to its spectral radius 
~(A). 
If u is semipositive, the elements of A that are not in A~cu ) have no 
effect on w = u 1/~ o(Au)  1/~ or on the Rayleigh quotients of u and w under 
A; hence, a characterization f equality in (2.1) can not rely on elements of A 
that are not in A~(u). 
Rayleigh quotients are not defined for zero vectors. The following exam- 
ple demonstrates that the assumption w * 0 in Theorem 1 cannot be 
dropped or replaced by the assumption A ~ 0. 
EXAMPLE. Let A = (0 10)andu= (10). Then Au = (0)andw =0.  
A matrix E is called orthogonal if EE T= ETE = I. Recall that a 
symmetric matrix A is orthogonally equivalent to a diagonal matrix, namely, 
there exists an orthogonal matrix E such that D - ErAE is a diagonal matrix; 
in this case the eigenvalues of A are the diagonal elements of D. A 
symmetric matrix A is positive semidefinite if all its eigenvalues are nonnega- 
five. In this case, every diagonal matrix D which is orthogonally equivalent to 
A is nonnegative, as its diagonal elements are the nonnegative eigenvalues 
of A. 
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In view of Theorem 1, given a nonnegative, symmetric matrix A and a 
semipositive vector u, it is natural to compare the Rayleigh quotients (under 
A) of u and Au. The next result obtains such a comparison for the case 
where A is positive semidefinite. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a positive semidefinite, symmetric n × n 
matrix, and let u be a semipositive n-vector with Au # O. Then 
Qa(u) ~< Qa( Au); (2.11) 
further, equality holds in (2.11) if and only if u is an eigenvector of A. 
Proof. Let E be an orthogonal matrix for which D = ErAE is diagonal; 
as A is positive semidefinite, D is nonnegative. Set c = Eru and d i = D,  >~ 0 
for i = 1 . . . . .  n. We then have that uru = crc and for k = 1, 2 . . . . .  urAku 
= c~Dkc and, from Schwarz's inequality, 
j= l  
= ~ Ic Itd ~¢k-~/Zlc lid ~¢k+~>/2 t k i1  i \ t J  
j=l 
<<- ( j=~ ( c,)~( di)k-1) ( j=~l ( Ci)Z( d,)k + l ) 
= (c O k-  c)(c o k÷ = (u A k- lu)(u A + 
in particular, with k = 1 and k ----- 2, we get that (uTAu) z <<, (uru)2(urAZu) ~
and (urA2u) ~ <<, (urAu)(uTA3u). By multiplying these two inequalities and 
canceling the terms urAu and urAZu, we conclude that (urAu)(urA2u) <~ 
(uru)(urA3u), implying that QA(Au) - QA(u) = (urA3u)//(urAZu) -
(urAu)/(uru) >1 0 [the assumption Au ~ 0 assures that urA~u ÷ O, and the 
case where urAu = 0 requires a separate trivial argument to establish (2.11)]. 
Finally, if u is an eigenvector f A, then Au is a scalar multiple of u and, 
trivially, equality holds in (2.11). Alternatively, suppose equality holds in 
(2.11). Then equality also holds in (2.12), implying that c cannot have two 
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nonzero coordinates corresponding to different diagonal elements of D, that 
is, c is an eigenvector f D, or equivalently, u is an eigenvector f A. • 
The next example demonstrates that (2.11) need not hold when A is not 
positive semidefinite. 
EXAMPLE. Let  
A = 0 
0 0 
0 0 
For u = (1, 1, 1, 1) r, we then have that uTu = 4, urAu = 4 + b, urA2u = 
6 + b 2, and urAau = 8 + b 3, implying that 
(urA3u)(uru) - (urAgu)(urAu) = 4(8 + b 3) - (4 + b)(6 + b 2) 
= 3b 3 - 4b 2 - 6b + 8 
= (3b  - 4 ) (b  - 2 ) .  
4 The above expression is negative when ~ < b < v~; hence, in those cases, 
Q(Au) < Q(u). As the established inequality (with a particular selection of 
b) is preserved when the zero elements of A are perturbed by a small 
positive element, the example can be modified to have A positive. 
3. CONVERGENCE 
In Section 2, we saw how the lower bound on the spectral radius of a 
given square, nonnegative symmetric matrix obtained from the Rayleigh 
quotient of a semipositive vector can be improved by considering a trans- 
formed vector. Here we consider iterates of the transformation a d establish 
convergence of generated sequences; in particular, we obtain representations 
for the spectral radius and corresponding eigenvector as limits of such 
sequences. We do not explore the performance of this approach as a 
computational method and do not compare it with other methods, e.g., 
Yamamoto (1968), Hall and Spanier (1968), Marek and Varga (1969), and 
Kolotilina (1993). 
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For an n X n nonnegative matrix A, consider the operator T a :~R~- 
~+ defined for u ~ ~R~. by Ta(u) = u 1/2 o(Au)  1/2. We note that T a is 
monotone, that is, if u and u' are nonnegative vectors with u <~ u', then 
Ta(u) ~< Ta(u'); and T a is homogenous of degree 1, that is, if u is a positive 
vector and a is a positive scalar, then Ta(au) = otTa(u). Also, Theorem 1 
shows that Qa[Ta(u)] >1 Qa(u) for every nonnegative ctor u with TA(U) # O. 
Let II II denote the Euclidean norm, that is, Ilull = (uTu) a/2 for each 
vector u; of course, Ilull = Ilus~.)ll. For a nonnegafive n × n matrix A and 
nonnegative n-vector u, 
IlT~(u)ll ~ =[lul/2 o(au)~/2]r = ~ {(u,)l/2[(au),]'/z} ~
i=1  
= ~u, (Au) ,  = urAu <~ cr(A)llull 2, (3.1) 
i=1  
where the last inequality follows from (1.1) and (1.2); in fact, as (Au)~c,) = 
Ayc,)us~cu ), (3.1) can be easily refined to show that 
II Za(u)II 2 = T ~ [ A~) ]  Ilu~u)ll 2, (3 .2 )  
The forthcoming Theorem 2 asserts that the application of normalized 
iterates of T a to a nonnegative vector produces a converging sequence. The 
next lemma shows that it suffices to consider the case where the given vector 
is positive, and establishes convergence of the two sequences obtained from 
the target sequence through the application of the functionals I1" II and Qa('). 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a nonnegative, symmetric n × n matrix, and let 
u ° = u be a nonnegative n-vector with Ta(u) ~ O. Consider the sequence uk 
defined recursively by u k+ 1 = TA(uk ). Then: 
(a) fo r  k = 1,2 . . . . .  S°(u k) =Sa(u l) (in particular, u k ~ 0), 
(b) fo r  k = 1, 2 . . . . .  (uk)s~u) = [Tas,,.,]k[u~u)] and (uk)~cu)o = O, 
(c) or[asst.,)] = ¢[a~u~]  > 0, 
(d) limk 4.  QA(u k) exists, and 
(e) lim k ~®{llukll/~[ As~c~)] k /2} exists and is positive. 
Proof. We prove (a) by induction on k = 1, 2 . . . . .  The equality ,9~(u k) 
=S°(u 1) is trite for k = 1, and the assertion 5a(u 1) # O follows from the 
assumption that u 1 = TA(u) 4: O. Suppose that S"(u k) =Sa(u 1) v~ O for 
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some k = 1, 2 . . . . .  From Lemma 1 we have that A~l,~) has no zero row; 
hence, the positivity of. (u~)~9~ implies that (Au~')~. ) . ,? >tA s,~),? (ul~)~.~)~ 
>> 0, that is, Sa(Au ~) ~Sa(u~). Thus, Sa(u ~+~) =Sa(u ~) (3Sa(Au ~) = 
5~(u ~) = Sa(u~), completing the proof of (a). 
For a semipositive n-vector a and set Sa(a)~ K ___ {1 . . . . .  n}, we have 
(Aa)~ = A K a~ and a~ = 0, implying that 
[TA(a)]K = [al/2 o( Aa)I/2]K = (aK) 1/2 o[( aa)~]  1/~ 
= (aK) ~/~ o(A~a~) ~/~ = Ta~(a~ ) 
and 
[Ta(a)]K~ = [a l /~o(Aa)~/z]~ = (a~o)~/Zol (Aa)~]  /~ = 0; 
and an inductive argument can next be used to show that for k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
[(TA)k(a)]K = (T a )k(as) and [(Ta)~(a)]K~ = 0. Hence for k = 1, 2 . . . . .  we K 
have (uk)~, )  = {(Ta)k(n)}~u)= [Tas,~,,]k[u~)] and (uk)~u)O = 
{(TA)k(u)}~u)~ = 0, proving (b). 
From Lemma 1, we have that all the elements of A~)  which are not in 
its principal submatrix A~u~) are zero, immediately implying that the nonzero 
eigenvalues of A~, )  and A~l )  coincide and, in particular, ~r[As~u ~] = 
~r[ A~) ] .  Also, as Ta(u) 4= O, (3.2) implies that A~o~) =/= 0. As A~)  is a 
semipositive symmetric matrix, implying that ~r [A~j  > 0 and thereby 
completing the proof of (c). 
Theorem 1 implies that the (real) sequence {Qa(u~)}~=0.1 .. . is nonde- 
creasing, and (1.2) shows that it is bounded from above by ~r(A); conse- 
quently, the sequence converges, proving (d). 
For k = 1, 2 . . . . .  Equation (3.2) and (the established) parts (a) and (c) 
imply that 
ilu  +1112 = IIZ (u ) I( = 
thus, Ilu~÷lll2/~(A~<u)) k+~ ~llukll2/~(A~<.~) k, that is, the sequence 
k k/2 {llu II/cr(As~.)) }k=x,2 .... is nonincreasing. Now, by the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem Asp~ ) has a semipositive right eigenvector corresponding to 
~r(A~u)) (see Berman and Plemmons, 1979). In particular, TAs, u(r)= 
rl/2 o[o.( As~))r]l/2 = cr( A~(u))l/~[rX/z o rl/2] = cr( A~)) l /~r .  As ~r > 0 
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and u~(u) >> 0, there exists positive scalar er for which 0 < err ~< u~(,~, and 
an inductive argument [ hat uses the monotonicity of TA(')] combines with (b) 
to show that for k = 0, 1 . . . . .  
. . k / /2  k k 
0 < era(A~(=)) r = (TA],,,) (a t )  <~ (TAe,,,) U~(u) = (Uk)S~(u); 
hence (using nonnegativity of all vectors in the above string), 
0 < era(A],u,)k/2llr]l = tlu lt. 
It follows that the (real) sequence {llukll/a(A~¢u~)k/z}k= ~,2 .... is bounded 
away from 0 by allrll. As we already established that this sequence is 
nonincreasing, it follows that it has a positive limit, establishing (e). • 
Recall that a square nonnegative matrix A is called irreducible if Eni=l Ai 
>> 0. Also, the 1 × 1 zero matrix is defined to be irreducible. We recall that 
given an arbitrary nonnegative symmetric n × n matrix, there is a partition of 
{1 . . . . .  n} into disjoint subsets ](1),.. . ,  J (t)  with t >~ 1 such that A can be 
symmetrically permuted into a block-diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks 
{AI(j) : j  = 1 . . . . .  t} where each of these blocks is irreducible. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an n × n semipositive, symmetric matrix, and let 
u ° = u be a semipositive vector in ~u. Consider the sequence uk defined 
recursively by u k+l = TA(uk). Then the sequence {uk/a[  A~(u)]k /2}k=o.l .... 
converges; further, if u ~ is its limit, then the J-projection of u ~ corresponding 
to irreducible block A] of A~(u} where a (A  I) = a[A](u)] is a positive 
eigenvector of A I corresponding to or( A I) and the remaining coordinates of 
the u ~ are zero; in particular, u ~ is a semipositive igenvector of A~(u) 
corresponding to at  A~¢u~]. 
Proof. It follows from part (b) of Lemma 2 that it suffices to restrict 
attention to Sa(u)-projections of the elements of the sequence 
{k/°'[ A~u~]k/2}k = 0.1 ..... which, in fact, are generated from the matrix A~u~ 
and the positive vector u~u~. Consequently, it suffices to consider only the 
case where u is positive, and henceforth we assume that this is the case. 
We first consider the case where A is irreducible but not the 1 × 1 zero 
matrix; in particular, A =/= 0 and its symmetry assures that a (A)  > 0. By the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem, A has a unique nonnegative right eigenvector r 
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corresponding to tr(A) that has unit norm, and this eigenvector is positive 
(see Berman and Plemmons, 1979). As in the proof of Lemma 2, TA(r) = 
r 1/2 o[tr(A)r]  1/2 = [tr(A)]l/2[r 1/2o r 1/2] = [tr(A)]l/Zr. Also, as r and u 
are positive, there exist positive scalars cz and/3 for which 0 << ar  <~ u ~/3r ,  
and an inductive argument [that uses the monotonicity of TA(.)] shows that 
for k = 0, 1 . . . . .  u k = (TA)k(u) satisfies 
0 << ottr(A)k/2r = a[ (Ta)k ( r ) ]  <~ u '  <<. = ~(A)~/~.  
We conclude that {Uk/~(A)k/~}k=O. 1 .... is a bounded sequence of vectors 
that are bounded from below by the positive vector ar ;  hence, all limit points 
of this sequence are finite and positive. 
From part (e) of Lemma 2, the sequence {llukll/cr(A)k/2}k=O. 1 .. . has a 
positive limit, say /x, that is, /x = lim k ~[llukll/~r(A) k/2] > 0. Also, from 
part (d) of Lemma 2, {QA(uk)}k=O 1 converges. Now, let u °~ be a limit 
point of the sequence {Uk/tr(A)k'/~ik'=O. 1 ..... that is, for some sequence 
kl, k 2 . . . . .  we have u = l imp_~[ukP/tr(A)kp/2].  By the above paragraph, 
u ~ is positive. Further, by the homogeneity ofdegree 1 of T~(.) and of degree 
0 of Qa('), the continuity of Qa and T A [combined with the positivity of u ~ 
which assures Ta(u ®) * 0], and the established convergence of QA(u k) as 
k ---, o0, we have that 
QA[TA(u~)]=limp-.o~ Qa [Ta ( ~( a)~p/2 p~ 
= lim Qa(ukp +1) = lim QA(ukp) 
p- - ,  oo p --, oo 
uk p ) 
= lim QA = QA(u°° ) ;  
p~ ~(A)k/~ 
hence, by Theorem 1, u ~ is an eigenvector of A corresponding to tr(A). 
Also, the continuity of the norm functional assures that Ilu~ll = 
limp _.Jlukp/cr(A)G/Zll =/~. Recalling that r is the only nonnegative eigen- 
vector of A corresponding to tr(A) which has unit norm, it follows that 
u~///~ = r. Thus, /zr is the only limit point of the sequence 
{uk/tr(A)k/2}k=0. 1 .. .. implying that the sequence has a limit which equals 
/,r; in particular, the limit is a positive eigenvector of A corresponding to
or(A). 
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We next consider the case where A is reducible. Still, the assumption 
Ta(u) ~ 0 assures that A 4: 0, and therefore, by the symmetry of A, o,(A) 
> 0. Let J(1) . . . . .  j ( t )  be the partition of {1 . . . . .  n} such that {At(j): '= 
1 . . . . .  t} are the irreducible blocks of A. In particular, the spectrum of JA is 
the union of the spectra of the A1(j)'s and q(A)  = max 1 ¢j,~ t tr[ A(j)]. Let 
J=  { J ( j ) : j  = 1 . . . . .  t}, o,¢~ = {j ~ j :  cr[Aj(j)] = or}, and J0 = {J ~ 
J :  o'[ A/(j)] = 0}. We observe that for each J ~,)r and k = 0, 1 . . . . .  we have 
(uk)1 = (Ta.)k(u I) and u, >> 0; further, J ~ J0  if and only if A 1 is the 
1 × 1 zero'matrix, and for j ~,,¢'X~0, we have A 1 > 0 and Taj(u 1) ~ O. 
Thus, our earlier results imply that for j ~ JX ,  Y0, limk _~=[(u ) I /~(A I )  / ] 
exists and is a positive eigenvector f A I corresponding to its spectral radius 
tr(A1). It follows that 
 uk,j [  uk,j (  Aj, kJ21 - 2m j j 
exists and is zero for all J ~ JX ,  J,,, where the case in which A] is the 1 × 1 
zero matrix requires pecial, though trivial, consideration. We conclude that 
lim k ~[uk/q(A)  k/2 ] exists, and if u ~ is the limiting vector, then (u~)1 = 0 
if J ~,)r'koJr ~,and (u~)1 is a positive eigenvector f A! corresponding to its 
spectral radius tr(A]) if J ~J~.  • 
The following corollary of Theorem 2 shows that the normalization of the 
sequence uk can be modified by normalizing each vector by its norm. It also 
shows that the Rayleigh quotients of the u k,s converge to the spectral radius 
of Asqu). 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be an n × n semipositive, symmetric matrix, and 
let u ° = u be a semipositive vector in ~t". Consider the sequence uk defined 
recursively by u k+ 1 = Ta(uk ). Then: 
(a) limk_.~(uk/llukll) exists and the Sa(u)-projection of the limit is a 
semipositive igenvector of As~(u ~corresponding to o ' [Asq j ;  further, the 
limit has the asserted properties of the vector u ~ in Theorem 2 and has unit 
norm, and 
(b) lim k _,~ Q A(u k) exists and equals tr( As~(u~). 
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Proof. By Theorem 2 and Lemma 2, respectively, 
limk-~=[uk/cr(A~u)) k/~ ] exists and is a semipositive vector, say r, and 
limk-.=[llukll/cr(A~<u)) k/z] exists and is a positive scalar, say Ix. From the 
division rule for converging sequences, we get the convergence of the 
sequence {uk/llukll}k=0,~ .... to r/Ix. The spectral properties of r/Ix are 
immediate from the corresponding properties of r established in Theorem 2, 
and the continuit]/ of the norm functional assures that IIr/Ixll = 
limk ~l[(u~/ l luk l l )  ll = 1, completing the proof of (a). Further, Theorem 2 
assures that r is a semipositive igenvector of As~, ) corresponding to 
cr[A~tu)] and therefore, as shown in the proof of Lemma 2, Qa(r)= 
or(A~u)). Thus, the continuity and homogeneity of degree 0 of Qa(') imply 
that 
lim Qa(u*) = lim Qa = Qa 
k---, ~ k--*~ 
= Qa(r)  = o'(A~,~.)), 
establishing (b). • 
We next examine convergence rates of the normalized sequences gener- 
ated by iterates of T and of the sequence of corresponding Rayleigh 
quotients, but only the case where the underlying matrix is diagonal is 
considered. So let D be a diagonal matrix, and let u be a semipositive vector. 
Without loss of generality assume that the diagonal elements of D occur in 
decreasing order. Also, by restricting attention to 5"(u)-projections, it suffices 
to study the case where u is positive; see the proof of Theorem 2. Let 
~r = o'(D) and Q = {i = 1 . . . . .  n: D, = or = max, D,}; in particular, with 
q = IQI, Dq+~ q+~ is the subdominant eigenvalue of D, that is, the eigen- 
value of D wi~ the second largest modulus. We then have that: 
(a) u k --- (To)k(u) = Dk/2u for k = 0, 1 . . . . .  
(b) QD(u k) = (u)TDk+lU/(u)TDku for k = 0, 1 . . . . .  
(c) lim k_,o~ uk/~r k/2 is the vector u' with (U')p = uQ and (U')po = O, 
and 
(d) lim k_.= nk/ l lu~l l  = u'/l lu'l l; 
further, the convergence rate of{uk/crk/2}k= o x to its limit u' is geometric 
with coefficient CDq+ 1, q + 1 /° ' '  To determine the convergence rate of 
{uk/llukll}k=0,~ ..... let u" = u - u', let D' be the n × n diagonal matrix with 
(D')Q = DQ and (D')~?o = 0, and let D" = D - D'. Observing that for every 
positive rational numt)er r we have D~u = (D ' ) ru  ' -4- (Dt ' ) r t t  " = o ' ru  ' + 
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(l~')ru 't and ~fllu'll ~ IID~ull ~ ~qlu'll + II(D"Yu"II, we see that 
u' Ilu'll D k/2u - II D k/2ullu' 
II Ilu-~ll II~lll = I Dk/zullDk/2ull II~ll I = I ii~uli ii--~7 
II,u,,i.,,~u , + ~,~',~u,,] -Ho',~H~' I
I 1 - ' /~  ' + < ~')k'~u"ll llu'tt 
II<ltu'ti~ k/= -tiOk/~ul~)u ' + ttu'ii(O")k/~u"ll 
II~,/~u, + <tr') ' /~."l l ,u' l l  
(}llu'll~/2 -IJDk/Zulll)llu'll 
< I I~'~u ' + (~ ' ) "~u" l l ,u ' ,  
+ ilu',ll< o") '~u" II 
I I~.. .u , + < ~')'J2u"ll,u', 
< iI,~,,,~u, + (o")'~u"l l  
I1( o")'~u" II + 
II,~,,,~u, + (o")'"~,," II 
211( ~")'"~u" II Oq+ ,q+, 
IIo-,,',u, + (~,)'~,,,,ll -- o o- 
thus, the convergence rate of {uk/l lukll}k=o. ] .... to its limit u'/ l}u' l l  is geomet- 
ric with coefficient ~Dq+a,q+~/( r .  Finally, with D---- D - ~rI, for k = 
0, 1 . . . . .  we have DkD -= ( lY ' )kD - and 
I uT° -+'uuTo u :luT°k( - g'ulu o u 
thus, the convergence rate of  {QD(Uk)}k~o, l  .... to its limit o- is geometric 
with coefficient Dq+ 1, q+1/o' .  One may speculate that corresponding eo- 
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metric convergence rates apply for general matrices A (as considered in 
Theorem 2), with Dq+ 1 q+ 1/tr replaced by the ratio between the subdomi- 
nant eigenvalue and the' spectral radius of A. 
Theorem 2 fields a method for determining the spectral radius and 
corresponding eigenvectors of a nonnegative, symmetric matrix. An alterna- 
tive method is the classic power method (which, in general, does not require 
symmetry). Let A be a symmetric, nonnegative matrix with spectral radius 
or - tr(A), and let u be a positive vector. The symmetry of A implies that its 
eigenvalues are real with index one, that is, all Jordan blocks of A are i × 1. 
It follows that the period of A is either one or two, and the limits 
limk_~ Ak(A + orI)u/o rk and limk_~ Ak(A + ~I )u / l lAk (A  + o'I)ull 
exist and are eigenvectors of A corresponding to tr (see Varga, 1962, or 
Rothblum, 1981). We next determine the convergence rates of these se- 
quences and compare them with the results of the above paragraph which 
considered convergence rates (for diagonal matrices only) under the approach 
developed in Theorem 2. 
As observed in the paragraphs preceding Proposition 1, there is an 
orthogonal matrix E for which D -- ETAE is diagonal; in fact, the columns of 
E can be selected as an arbitrary set of orthonormal eigenvectors of A 
corresponding to its n eigenvalues (allowing for multiplicity), in this case, for 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  D, is the eigenvalue of A corresponding tocolumn i of E. The 
set of eigenvectors of A corresponding to tr(A) is known to have a basis all 
of whose elements are semipositive; for example, see the construction of 
preferred bases of the eigenspaces of a nonnegative matrices corresponding 
to their spectral radii in Rothblum (1975) or in Richman and Schneider 
(1978), and recall that the geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalues of a 
symmetric matrix is 1. The elements of such a preferred basis can be used as 
the first columns of E (the Gram-Schmidt procedure can be used to 
complete this basis to an orthonormal set of eigenvectors of A). Thus, 
Q = {i = 1 . . . . .  n: Dii = tr} is the set {1 . . . . .  q -= IQI}, and the first q 
columns of E and rows of E T are semipositive; as A >/ 0, or > 0, and u >> 0, 
we conclude that b = [ET(A + o'I)u] has bQ >> 0. Now, for k = 0, 1 . . . .  
v k - Ak(A  + tr I )u = EDk[ET(A + o'I)u] = EDkb. 
As convergence properties are invariant under premultiplication by a nonsin- 
gular matrix it is enough to examine the sequence {Dkb}k=o,l .... . But this 
sequence coincides with the sequence {u2k}k=o, 1 .... that was just studied, 
where we make the observation that our analysis is not influenced by the fact 
that bQ, is not necessarily positive. We conclude from the earlier analysis that 
{vk/trk}k=0,1 .... and {vk/llvkll}k=0,1 .... converge geometrically and that the 
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convergence coefficient is the ratio of the subdominant and dominant eigen- 
values of A; we further conclude that the sequence {QD(Vk)}k=O. 1 . .. con- 
verges geometrically to tr and the convergence coefficient is the square of 
that ratio. 
When A is positive semidefinite, it is known to be aperiodic, and in this 
case the power method can be applied by considering normalized iterates of 
the powers of A. Proposition 1 implies that in this case QA(Aku) is 
monotonically increasing. But the example at the end of Section 2 shows that, 
in general, convergence need not be monotone. 
4. A DERIVED INEQUALITY 
In this section we use the result established in Section 2 to prove 
feasibility of a linear program that is determined by a positive vector; further 
we compute the optimal objective value of that program. The analysis is 
included just for its curiosity value--we have no application for the results. 
Let d be a positive vector, and consider the following linear program: 
LP(d) max 
subject o 
i 
A i + Aj ~< 2 d~/d~, for each i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n where i ~j, and 
)'i <~ di for each i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
THEOREM 3. Let d be a positive vector in 9i n Then the linear program 
LP(d) has a feasible solution with ~,iA~di >1 (~,idi)Z/n. 
Proof. Let e be the vector in ~"  all of whose elements are 1, and let X 
be a nonnegative symmetric n × n matrix satisfying Xe = d. In this case, 
e l/z o(Xe) 1/z = e o d 1/2 = d 1/z, (d l /~)T(dl /2)  = Ei(d~)l/2(di) 1/2 = Eidi 
= erd, eTXe = e~d, and Theorem 1 with u = e and A = X implies that 
(d l /2 )T  xd l /2  (d l /2 )T  xd l /Z  eTXe eTd 
eTe eTe eTd ( d l /2)  T ( d l /2)  >/ , 
that is, 
• t d  -~ l /2y  tel  ~1/2 ~, i] ~ ' i j \~ j ]  = l ~dl/2jr Xd l /2  >1 _ _  
i , j  
(eTd) 2 (~,,d,) 2 
n n 
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where all summations are over i = 1 . . . . .  n and j = 1 . . . . .  n. Thus, we have 
that the optimal objective value of the linear program 
DLP(d) min 
subject o 
E2 x,, ÷ Ed,×,, 
i , j  i , j  i 
i <j 
X,j = Xji for i, j = 1 . . . . .  n with i :# j, 
~_,Xij = d i for i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
J 
X~j>~Ofor i , j=  1 . . . . .  n 
is bounded from below by (E id i )Z /n .  It is easily seen that the linear program 
LP(d) is the dual of the linear program LP(d); hence, the conclusion of our 
theorem is immediate from the duality theorem of linear programming. • 
REMARKS. 
(1) The bound that is established in Theorem 3 on the optimal objective 
value of LP(d) need not be attained. For example, it is easy to verif~c_that the 
optimal solution of LP(d) with d = (1, 2) r is the vector A = (2~/2 - 2, 2) 
with optimal objective 2v~ + 2 >i 9 /2  = (d  1 + dz )2 /2 .  Consequently the 
arguments of Theorem 3 imply that for this particular d there is no matrix X 
with Xe = d for which Qx(d  1/2) = Qx(e) .  
(2) LP(d) can be solved exactly with a northeast-corner rule by using the 
theory of Monge sequences; ee Hoffman (1963). Consequently, one can get 
a recursive xpression for the optimal objective value of LP(d) which equals 
that of DLP(d). But we have seen no way to make that expression useful, 
e.g., by giving a nice representation f the optimal objective values of the two 
programs. 
(3) For a positive vector d in ~",  the nonlinear program 
NLP(d) max 
subject o 
As di 
i 
~< ~ for each i, j = 1 . . . . .  n where 
i ~ j ,  and 
A~ ~< d~ for each i = 1, . . . ,  n 
is a relaxation of LP(d), as upper bounds on arithmetic means are replaced 
by upper bounds on the smaller geometric mean. The optimal solution of this 
linear program is given by A = d with optimal objective value F.i(d~) z. Of 
course, by Schwarz's inequality, (E id~)2/n  = (e rd)2 /n  <.< Ilell211dll2/n = 
Ei(di) 2. 
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(4) Another relaxation of LP(d) is tlae linear program 
LP"(d) max ~ A, d i 
i 
subject o A, + Aj <<, d, + dj for each i, j = 1 . . . . .  n where i ~j ,  
and A i ~< d i for each i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
where upper bounds ~ on the arithmetic mean (Ai + Aj)//2 of A i and 
Aj are replaced by the bounds (d, + dj)//2 >1 d~-~d~.. Again, the optimal 
solution of the relaxation is A = d with optimal objective value ~(d i )  2/> 
(Eidi)2/n. 
The authors acknowledge valuable comments of an anonymous referee. In 
particular, his / her suggestions helped extend the characterization fequality 
in (2.1)from a restricted case where u is positive and A is assumed to have no 
zero rows to the general case considered in the current version of Theorem 1. 
Also, he//she referred the authors to the use of Schwarz's inequality to prove 
the inequality (2.11) of Proposition 1. 
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